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**Introduction**

Section 36B of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) authorizes subsidies in the form of refundable tax credits for health insurance purchased through a state-established exchange. The “credit” “shall be allowed” based on the number of months “the taxpayer’s plan . . . is covered by a qualified health plan . . . enrolled in through an exchange established by the State under § 1311.” After recognizing that this statute on its face limits subsidies to exchange established by states—meaning no subsidies would be paid in states relying on the federal exchanges—the Treasury Department issued a rule, providing that subsidies would be available in all states “regardless of whether the Exchange is established and operated by a State . . . or by HHS.” The Supreme Court is currently considering the legality of this rule in the case of *King v. Burwell*. A decision is expected by the end of June.

Only sixteen states, plus the District of Columbia, elected to establish a state-based exchange. (Three of these states operate what is known as a “federally-supported exchange,” which is treated as a state-based exchange). The other thirty-four states declined to establish an exchange. In response, the Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) established a “federally-facilitated exchange,” allowing consumers in each of the thirty-four states to purchase health insurance. At issue in *King v. Burwell* is whether the federal government can continue to pay subsidies to consumers on the federally-facilitated exchange.

This article will assess the legality of executive actions that the Administration may take after *King v. Burwell* to continue paying subsidies in these thirty-four states. I will not discuss the merits of the case, predict how the Court should construe the statute or IRS rule, or propose congressional modifications to the ACA. Rather, this analysis is premised on potential administrative fixes HHS could employ following an adverse ruling in *King v. Burwell*.

There are two possible approaches HHS could take that would continue the payment of subsidies in some or all of the thirty-four states using the federally-facilitated exchange. First, HHS could unilaterally deem several of these states as having tacitly established an exchange, without the state’s subsequent cooperation. Specifically, HHS could construe the fact that fourteen states perform certain functions that overlap with the ACA—as what is known as “plan management”—as evidence that they in fact intended to establish an exchange. This post-hoc recognition of an establishment would drastically alter the terms on which states accepted certain responsibilities. Each of the fourteen states at issue notified HHS that it was *only* performing certain limited functions, and expressly declined to establish a state-based exchange. Retroactively and unilaterally declaring that these states in fact established a state exchange would distort political accountability, and disregard the considered judgments of the sovereign states, in violation of the principles of federalism. If HHS issued this interim rule without notice and comment, litigation would likely immediately follow by the *King* plaintiffs and the states. These suits, however, would face an uphill battle to stop the unlawful payment of subsidies. The administration could also attempt to limit the judgment in *King v. Burwell* to the four named plaintiffs, but that effort to evade the Court’s judgment would be met with further litigation.

Second, HHS can streamline the process to fast-track the process for states seeking to establish an exchange. The threshold inquiry is whether a state has the appropriate authority to establish an exchange. The ACA requires that before a state can elect to establish an exchange, the state shall "adopt and have in
effect . . . a state law or regulation that the Secretary determines implements the standards within the State.”

Eighteen of the thirty-four states enacted the “Healthcare Freedom Act,” which would require an act of the legislature, or even a constitutional amendment, in order to allow the creation of an exchange. In the remaining exchanges, it is feasible that a governor’s executive order would satisfy the Secretary of HHS that the state has established an exchange. Even with this speculative authority, it is unlikely that the state would be able to complete all of the necessary steps to establish an exchange in 2015. However, a state could possibly deem the federally-facilitated exchange as state-established. This approach would be inconsistent with the text and history of the ACA, and would likely be challenged by further litigation.

A ruling against the federal government in King v. Burwell, even if stayed until the end of the tax year, would leave the Administration and the states with very limited options of how to respond quickly. Resorting to dubious administrative fixes to continue the payment of subsidies would invite an immediate court challenge. The path to amend the ACA must go through Congress.

I. HHS Lacks the Authority to Deem Unwilling States as Having Established Exchanges

HHS could determine that the fourteen states that declined to establish an exchange, but continued to perform certain regulatory activities that overlap with the ACA, have in effect established an exchange. As a result, consumers in these states could continue to receive subsidies. This approach would be inconsistent with the ACA, and disregard the choices the sovereign states made not to establish an exchange. If HHS issued such regulations—likely without notice and comment—it would amount to an end-run around an adverse ruling in King v. Burwell, and open the door to future litigation.

A. HHS “Administrative Fix”

The statutory framework concerning the establishment of the exchange is fairly open-ended, but not devoid of any direction. The ACA grants the Secretary of HHS the authority to “issue regulations setting standards for meeting the requirements” for “the establishment and operation of Exchanges.” A state’s “elect[ion]” to establish an exchange will occur “at such time and in such manner as the Secretary may prescribe.” Specifically, the Secretary determines if the state’s exchange meets “Federal standards established” or if “a State law or regulation . . . implements the standards within the State.” At an absolute minimum, a state would have two different responsibilities: “elect” to establish an exchange, and then in fact “establish” such an exchange that meets the Secretary’s standards.

In 2012, HHS released a document known as the “Blueprint for Approval of Affordable State-based and State Partnership Insurance Exchanges,” that offered a guide for states to “document[] how its Exchange meets, or will meet, all legal and operational requirements.” Under the Blueprint, the Governor of a state must submit two documents to HHS that meet the two minimum criteria: a declaration letter and exchange application. The declaration letter, sent to HHS, will indicate the “type of Exchange Model [the state] intends to pursue.” The exchange application must “document a State’s completion, or progress towards completion, of all Exchange requirements.”

Professors Nicholas Bagley and David K. Jones suggest in the Yale Law Journal Forum that “[g]iven these broad statutory delegations, HHS could revise its regulations and the Blueprint to provide that some states should be understood as having established an exchange, even if they never formally elected to do so.” In other words, HHS would look to past actions as tacit evidence that the state in fact established an exchange, even in states that did not submit the declaration and application. Bagley and Jones query whether “the regular performance of essential and substantial exchange functions, over time, [could] constitute the establishment of an exchange.”

Citing several dictionaries which offer definitions of “establish,” the authors conclude that an “act of creation need not be intentional or formal” and “over time through a regular course of conduct, so too might states establish exchanges.” Based on this functionalist approach, they contend that “[s]o long as the state’s ongoing activities are, by themselves, sufficient to constitute the establishment of an exchange, the federal government’s heavy involvement in exchange operations should be irrelevant.” According to this theory, HHS could waive the “Blueprint” requirements, and deem some or all of these fourteen states to have established an exchange through past cooperation with the federal government—even if the Governor never explicitly declared an intent to establish an exchange. Call it establishment by estoppel.

While HHS Secretary Sylvia Burwell testified before Congress that “we don’t have an administrative action that we believe can undo the damage,” Bagley and Jones’s proposal is worth taking seriously as a possible model for HHS’s response in the event of a reversal. We must remember how King v. Burwell arose. Although today, the federal government has developed sophisticated and nuanced arguments about how the entire ACA, when read in context, in fact provides subsidies for federally-facilitated exchanges, and “established by the states” is a term of art, none of these arguments were made when the initial IRS rule was issued. Rather, as documented in a House Oversight Committee Report, in justifying the IRS Rule, the Treasury Department issued a single paragraph of ipse dixit, simply stating that federal and state exchanges should be treated in the exact same manner. All of the legal justifications came long after the rule was issued, during the course of litigation. The government officials who promulgated the specious reasoning behind the IRS Rule will be the same lawyers who are planning a response to an adverse ruling in King v. Burwell.

An “administrative fix” that treats states that perform plan management functions as having established an exchange would amount to an unlawful end-run around an adverse ruling in King v. Burwell for three reasons. First, HHS cannot alter the terms on which states agreed to perform plan management. The fix would amount to a bait and switch. Second, sanctioning the Secretary’s aggrandizement of such wide-ranging discretion of how to recognize an established exchange would disregard Congress’s intent. Third, HHS has already performed such management functions.
tion, absent subsequent actions by the state, unlawfully distorts political accountability. An effort to adopt this administration fix would be susceptible to legal challenge.

B. "Administrative Fix" Would Amount to a Bait and Switch

Of the thirty-four states that did not establish a state-based exchange, fourteen perform certain "plan management" functions that overlap with the ACA. Seven of these states have a "state-partnership exchange" (AR, DE, IL, IA, MI, NH, and WV), and another seven have a "federally-facilitated exchange" that offers plan management (KS, ME, MT, NE, OH, SD, and VA). Allowing HHS to alter the status of what constitutes a state-established exchange would amount to a bait and switch for the states. Professors Bagley and Jones concede that "[b]ecause the states were not on notice that operation of the exchange might be taken to count as establishment, treating that continued operation as establishment would arguably show disrespect to the states' considered choices." As the Supreme Court recognized in *Pennhurst State Sch. & Hosp. v. Halderman*, "if Congress intends to impose a condition on the grant of federal moneys, it must do so unambiguously." A regulatory agency cannot move the goal posts on a whim—especially as a means to evade a Supreme Court decision invalidating its prior malfeasance.

1. State-Partnership Exchanges

Seven states currently operate what is known as a State-Partnership Exchange: Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, New Hampshire, West Virginia. In these states, HHS performs all of the Marketplace functions, with the exception of plan management and in-person consumer assistance. Plan management allows a state to "conduct all analyses and reviews necessary to support" the purchase of qualified health plans and to "include[s] recommending health plans for necessary to support" the purchase of qualified health plans. As the Supreme Court recognized in *Pennhurst State Sch. & Hosp. v. Halderman*, "if Congress intends to impose a condition on the grant of federal moneys, it must do so unambiguously." A regulatory agency cannot move the goal posts on a whim—especially as a means to evade a Supreme Court decision invalidating its prior malfeasance.

26 Typical of the seven declarations was Arkansas Governor Mike Beebe, who wrote that "the State of Arkansas wishes to retain as much control and autonomy as possible with regard to the operation of our health insurance exchange, rather than concede that control to Washington, D.C." Arkansas sought "approval to pursue full Plan Management and Consumer Assistance functions" alone. Secretary Kathleen Sebelius granted "conditional approval" on January 3, 2013 so long as Arkansas "demonstrate[s] the ability to perform all required Exchange activities" declared in the Blueprint submission, and comply with other regulations.

Several of the letters stressed that the state was only electing a state-partnership exchange, and nothing else. Arkansas explained that this partnership status "will place Arkansas in a good position to make the transition to a State-Based exchange in the future should legislative authority be obtained to do so." West Virginia Governor Earl Ray Tomblin wrote that "West Virginia retains the ability to modify the stated intent to proceed in a State Partnership Exchange until appropriate State analysis of forthcoming federal rules and guidance occurs." The letter added that "West Virginia will continue to evaluate all available options concerning the Health Benefit Exchange so as to ensure that the most fiscally prudent and consumer-conscious approach is adopted in West Virginia." Iowa Governor Terry E. Branstand, seeking to minimize the "Federal government's intrusion into the regulation of insurance," declared that the Hawkeye State "will continue to regulate insurance plans in Iowa." (Iowa did not indicate that it would perform consumer assistance functions).

Illinois Governor Pat Quinn wrote that the state "sees this partnership as a bridge to running our own state-based Exchange," and will work with the "Illinois General Assembly to pass legislation with governance and financing language that will allow us to operate a state-based Exchange beginning in 2015." (Illinois ultimately did not elect to operate its own exchange in 2015). Michigan Governor Rick Snyder noted that there was "potential for changes to Michigan's framework as more complete information is issued by the federal government." New Hampshire Governor Margaret Wood Hassan explained the "New Hampshire legislature's . . . goals for the Exchange," stressing that the "partnership exchange is essential to preserving the state's "traditional regulatory authority over insurance carriers." Delaware Governor Jack A. Markell wrote that his state will "retain responsibility for both Plan Management and Consumer Assistance."

Each of these seven states made clear that they were only electing for a state-partnership exchange, and nothing more. In no sense did these seven states understand that they were establishing a state-based exchange. HHS makes clear in the Blueprint that a state-based exchange is different from a state-partnership exchange. Any decision by HHS to read these letters otherwise would disregard the reasoned decision-making of the sovereign states.

2. Federally-Facilitated Exchange with States Performing Plan Management

Thirty-four states (including the fourteen discussed in the previous section) expressly refused to establish an exchange or partner with HHS in any way. As a result, HHS established HealthCare.gov as a fallback federally-facilitated exchange for each state. (Subsidies being paid out on these federally-facilitated exchanges are at issue in *King v. Burwell*). On February 20, 2013, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, through an FAQ, announced that states that declined to establish an exchange, or officially partner with the federal government can still "conduct other specified plan management activities as a
part of its established regulatory role and in connection with market reform standards without submitting a Blueprint.\textsuperscript{39} To participate, an "interested State should submit to HHS a letter as soon as possible from its Governor or Commissioner of Insurance attesting that the State will perform all the plan management activities."\textsuperscript{40} In response, state insurance commissioners in seven of the thirty-four states notified HHS that they would continue to perform certain plan management functions, without complying with the "Blueprint" requirements: Kansas, Maine, Montana, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, and Virginia. Each letter, signed by an insurance commissioner and not a Governor, made clear that the state was not electing to establish an exchange, or even partner with HHS, but simply wanted to continue its pre-existing regulatory regime for insurance plans.

South Dakota, "accept[ed]" the offer "to conduct plan management functions . . . without taking part in what HHS has termed the ‘State Partnership Insurance Exchange Model.’"\textsuperscript{41} Kansas’s Insurance Commissioner notified HHS that though the Governor and Legislature did not "support[] the development of a state-based exchange, the Kansas Insurance Department (KID) had hoped that Kansas might be able to enter into a partnership with the federal government to perform both the plan management and consumer assistance functions required for the FFE."\textsuperscript{42} The Commissioner wanted to "maintain [KID’s] statutory and operational authority over those aspects of an exchange that are traditionally performed by state insurance regulators," which "[u]nder Kansas law KID [was] obligated" to do.\textsuperscript{43} Montana notified HHS that "while we are not entering into a formal 'partnership plan' with the federal government, we agree to perform plan management functions," which "will fall in line with our routine duties as the primary regulator of the business of insurance."\textsuperscript{44} However, "consumer complaints about the plans or policies will remain with" HHS,\textsuperscript{45} Montana "decided not to submit the blueprint for plan management," but asked HHS "to accept the regulatory function" to allow Montana to "conduct all plan management activities."\textsuperscript{46} Montana did not propose to offer any consumer assistance functions. Ohio "elected not to run a state-based exchange" but "reiterated our intentions to conduct plan management activities . . . at the state level . . . as Ohio has done for decades."\textsuperscript{47} Maine notified HHS that the state would perform certain plan management functions.\textsuperscript{48} Virginia Governor Robert F. McDonnell also agreed that the Commonwealth would perform plan management.\textsuperscript{49}

The argument that these seven states elected to establish an exchange is equally, if not more strained than the seven states that opted into the state-partnership exchanges. First, state insurance commissioners (some independently elected), rather than the Governors and Legislatures made this decision. Second, almost every letter stressed that the state was not entering into a state-based exchange or an official partnership with the federal government. They wanted to rely on the federally-facilitated exchange. Third, and most importantly, the states were seeking to continue implementing their pre-existing regulatory regimes, which in many cases were mandated under state law. This would avoid duplication of work, and prevent HHS from intruding onto the state’s traditional role in regulating insurance markets.

Under this arrangement, no new responsibilities were being undertaken, and the federal government would not interfere with those efforts.

After an adverse ruling in \textit{King v. Burwell}, HHS could argue that under an administrative fix, practically speaking, nothing changes. The states would still perform the same plan management functions, and the federal government would still perform all other tasks. In other words, all that changes is the label of the program. This argument fails because the payment of the subsidies would still trigger the individual and employer mandates, as the exchanges would now be considered "state-based," and fall within the rubric of Section 36B. In no sense can HHS deem these states to have elected to establish an exchange—that would be contrary to their clearly-expressed intents, and disregard the well-reasoned decisions of the sovereign states.

\textbf{C. Administrative Fix Would Continue to Disregard Distinction Between State and Federal Exchanges}

If the Supreme Court rules against the federal government in \textit{King v. Burwell}, the Justices will recognize that through the ACA, Congress demarcated a difference between federal and state exchanges. State-established exchanges were favored, as consumers would receive subsidies. Federal exchanges were disfavored, as consumers would not receive subsidies. While Congress decided that an exchange is established "at such time and in such manner as the Secretary may prescribe,"\textsuperscript{50} it legislated against the background principles that states would have to take certain new steps—potentially with federal funding Congress allocated—to create its own exchange. This was an important decision, and could not be brushed aside by executive fiat. Under the ACA, a state-established exchange "shall be a governmental agency or nonprofit entity that is established by a State."\textsuperscript{51} For HHS to "deem" the "governmental agency" that specifically declined to have established an exchange, to have in fact established an exchange, would show a disregard Congress’s intent, the state’s intent, and principles of federalism.

Further, the ACA requires that before a state establishes an exchange, it must "adopt and have in effect . . . a State law or regulation that the Secretary determines implements the standards within the State."\textsuperscript{52} In these fourteen states, no "law or regulation" was enacted in response to the ACA. It is true that the state had previously engaged in these functions, but the state did not opt to take these steps to comply with the law. The ACA’s focus on election should not be understood to be satisfied by pre-existing state functions.

\textbf{D. Post-Hoc Establishment of Exchange Distorts Political Accountability}

The administrative fix would also distort political accountability. Specifically, issuing a regulation that recognizes that a state established an exchange two years after a state expressly declined to do so nullifies the tough choices politicians had to make concerning the ACA. Had a state legislator elected to participate in an exchange in 2012 or 2013, the voters of the state could have reacted accordingly. But now the elected branches of the states will have unknowingly assumed the political liability for federal policy choices. The state government will now be
perceived as responsible for the controversial law. Businesses and individuals in the state that were previously exempt from the unpopular employer and individual mandate would now be subject to expensive penalties. With the administrative fix, as the Supreme Court held in New York v. United States, "it may be state officials who will bear the brunt of public disapproval, while the federal officials who devised the regulatory program may remain insulated from the electoral ramifications of their decision."

By blurring political accountability, the sovereignty of the states and their considered judgment are harmed. The federal government interferes with the relationship between the state and its people, and negates the ability of the electorate to hold officers accountable. This action amounts to a concrete and cognizable injury to the state's sovereignty. Professors Bagley and Jones recognize that "[r]espect for federalism principles may also cut against a capacious understanding of establish." Even if the meaning of "establish" is ambiguous, Chevron deference would not support such an expansive reading of the Secretary's discretion, as it would nullify the prerogatives of the states to decline to participate, and distort the decisions of the states to only perform plan management.

E. Litigating The Administrative Fix

If HHS issues an administrative fix that retroactively deems any state that facilitates plan management as having established an exchange, litigation would almost certainly follow. Such a regulation would likely be issued before notice-and-comment rulemaking, so it can go into effect immediately and minimize any disruption in the payment of subsidies. Therefore, litigation would be the only viable option to halt the change after it has already gone into effect.

Two parties may bring suit. First, the plaintiffs in King v. Burwell could allege that the "fix" amounts to an end-run around the Court's decision in their favor. Conceivably, they could even petition the Supreme Court for a rehearing if the federal government flouts an adverse ruling, so long as the petition is filed "within 25 days after entry of the judgment or decision." If the judgment is issued right away, HHS could conceivably stall until after that period is over to eliminate a petition for rehearing. If the Supreme Court stays the judgment until the end of the tax year—as Justice Alito suggested during oral argument—the clock for rehearing may not start ticking until after the regulation is issued. If the Supreme Court does not grant rehearing, the plaintiffs would have to seek redress from the District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia.

Second, the states with federally-facilitated exchanges could also bring suit, basing standing on the penalties applied to the states as employers, as advanced in Pruitt v. Burwell. Further, one of the fourteen states that conduct plan management could bring suit based on the "political accountability" theory of standing or based on the imminent harm of financial responsibility for a state exchange's operating expenses.

In any event, litigation would be very high stakes for both the government and the challengers. For the federal government, the Supreme Court would have just held that the Treasury paid out billions of dollars of subsidies by distorting the plain meaning of a statute. The administrative fix would likely be viewed by the courts as another end-run around an uncooperative Congress. The stakes are equally high for the challengers. When King v. Burwell was first filed, the subsidies had not yet been paid. Today, millions of people have come to rely on these subsidies, and may be unable to afford health insurance if the subsidies are eliminated. The Supreme Court's decision would have put those subsidies on hold, but the "fix" kept the funds pouring. An injunction at this stage would halt the subsidies, restoring the status quo following a ruling in King, that was temporarily obviated by the administrative fix. Further, the states may not wish to litigate this issue further, as consumers in their states will lose subsidies. Indeed, many states that were involved in the constitutional challenge to the individual mandate in 2012 have not taken a position in King v. Burwell. The political calculus makes this decision very difficult. Professors Bagley and Jones accurately state the situation: “the political conversation in the deemed states would shift: the question would be not whether to establish a state-based exchange, but whether to dismantle it.”

E. Limiting King v. Burwell to Four Plaintiffs

Another possible, even more radical option, would be for the Administration to limit the scope of King v. Burwell to the four named plaintiffs. University of Chicago Law Professor William Baude suggested this strategy in a controversial New York Times editorial. "If the administration loses in King," Baude wrote, "it can announce that it is complying with the Supreme Court’s judgment—but only with respect to the four plaintiffs who brought the suit.” As off-the-wall as this idea sounds, the Justice Department has already suggested this ploy.

The week before oral arguments in Halbig v. Burwell—which raises the same issues as King—the Justice Department submitted a letter to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, taking the position that the government was constitutionally prohibited from denying subsidies to millions of Americans. In short, the government argued that people who were not parties to the suit had a due-process right to be heard before their subsidies were extinguished—as if Obamacare were some sort of constitutionally protected property interest! The challengers represented by Michael Carvin—also counsel of record in King—shot back, incredulous that the government had an “apparent intention to lawlessly flout this Court’s binding order.” In August, the D.C. Circuit ruled for the plaintiffs, and sent the case back to the lower court with instructions to “vacate the IRS Rule” in its entirety—not merely with respect to the named plaintiffs.

If DOJ attempted to limit the ruling in King v. Burwell to the named plaintiffs, the district court on remand would have to order that the Court's judgment extends beyond the named plaintiffs. While DOJ's stratagem would certainly be reversed by the courts, it would still buy time for the administrative fix to take hold.

II. HHS Has Some Authority to Streamline Establishment of State Exchanges

In order to maintain the payment of subsidies after King v. Burwell, states may attempt to establish exchanges before the end of 2015. Under the current regime, it is impossible for a state to establish an exchange this quickly. However, HHS may
alter the guidelines in the Blueprint to expedite the process. As a report for the National Academy of State Health Policy observed, “It is possible that HHS might revisit, allow for phased compliance, or otherwise adapt these requirements in light of King to allow for state exigencies.”66 Because the states are attempting to work with HHS, the federal government would have more leeway to streamline the establishment of exchanges. Though at bottom, the state still must take specific actions to actually establish an exchange, rather than just deeming the federal exchange as a state-based exchange.

A. State Authority to Establish Exchange

As a threshold matter, the ACA does not specifically define how a state establishes an exchange. The ACA requires that before a state can elect to establish an exchange, the state shall “adopt and have in effect . . . a state law or regulation that the Secretary determines implements the standards within the State.”67 This is easier said than done. Even assuming that state legislatures can overcome political opposition to the ACA, the majority of the thirty-four states with federally-facilitated exchanges have part-time legislatures that will be out of session by the summer of 2015.68 Further, calling a special session is quite difficult and expensive in these states.69

However, Governors also have their pens and phones. In the Blueprint, HHS has deemed acceptable not only a “current law and/or regulation” but a “general authority (e.g., Executive Order) that the State has determined provides the necessary legal authority to establish an exchange.”70 In other words, even an executive order by the Governor, if he or she determines it is sufficient, will satisfy the Secretary’s determination that the State has the authority to proceed. Such an executive order could allow a Governor to bypass the state legislature. At least three states—Kentucky, New York, and Rhode Island—have already established exchanges through executive order.71 It is conceivable that Governors, in the face of opposition from their legislatures, could issue executive orders to elect to establish an exchange.

An executive order is not an option in eighteen of the thirty-four states that enacted variants of the Healthcare Freedom Act, which prohibits state officials from taking any actions that helps to enforce the ACA’s penalties: AL, AZ, GA, ID, IN, KS, LA, MO, MT, ND, NH, OK, OH, TN, UT, VA, and WY.72 Opting to establish an exchange would have the effect of triggering the employer and individual mandates, and would run afoul of the Healthcare Freedom Act.73 For these states, a statutory, or even constitutional amendment, may be necessary before any subsidies can be paid out.

If a state is able to obtain legislation supporting the establishment of an exchange, the state would still face the formidable task of actually establishing a functional exchange. Under the Blueprint, there are fourteen distinct functions a state would need to perform before its exchange could be certified by HHS. It would be virtually impossible for a state to start building one in July 2015 with no assistance or federal funding, and expect to be ready before the end of the year.74 Because the states are attempting to work with HHS, the federal government would have more leeway to streamline the establishment of exchanges. Though at bottom, the state still must take specific actions to actually establish an exchange, rather than just deeming the federal exchange as a state-based exchange.

B. State Deeming a Federally-Facilitated Exchange is State-Based

I previously discussed the possibility that HHS may deem a federally-facilitated exchange to be state based if the state performs certain responsibilities, such as plan management functions. The mirror-image of this proposal is that the states could recognize the federally-facilitated exchange operated by HHS to be their own state based-exchange. Once the state makes this determination, the Secretary of HHS could rubberstamp the proposal, allowing for the subsidies to continue. In other words, states with federally-facilitated exchanges would continue to rely on HealthCare.gov, but allow the Secretary to deem it a state-based exchange. With this plan, the subsidies would continue.

A report from the National Academy for State Health Policy suggests, “[t]his model offers some advantages in that it would allow for a simple, low-burden, low-cost way for the state to sustain the coverage model and subsidies now in effect under the” federally-facilitated exchange. The New Hampshire House introduced a bill that would do just this, and “establish[] the federally-facilitated health exchange as the health exchange.”75

There are serious, but not insurmountable legal obstacles for this path. First, it would be anomalous for a state—that does absolutely nothing to manage an exchange—to simply deem that the federal government was in fact a state-exchange. As Professors Bagley and Jones point out, the ACA distinguishes between a state choosing to “elect[]” to create an exchange, and actually “establish[ing]” the exchange.76 Such a reading would merge these two distinct statutory requirements, as electing to have an exchange would be no different than actually having one. There must be an actual establishment.

Second, this approach would (likely) conflict with the text of the statute. Section 1311(d)(1) of the ACA provides that a state exchange shall be a “governmental agency or nonprofit entity that is established by a State.”77 The most logical reading of this provision is that the phrase “established by a State” modifies both preceding clauses—“governmental agency” and “nonprofit entity.” In other words, the governmental agency must be state-based. HHS is most certainly not state-based. But, as Professors Bagley and Jones observe, HHS could conclude that “established by a State” only modifies the “nonprofit entity.” A court could defer to a regulatory action finding that the governmental agency—HHS—need not be state-established.78 To reiterate a point made earlier, we must not lose sight of the fact that this entire case arose because the IRS decided to rewrite a statute that yielded results it did not like. This construction is far more linguistically plausible, and could warrant Chevron deference.

Third, under the ACA, all state-based exchanges are required to be “self-sustaining” by January 1, 2015.79 As a result, states would be required to fund their operations through “user fees, state appropriations, or through redirecting existing revenue sources.”80 If HHS continued to fund the exchange in its entirety, with no state appropriations—as it must under this proposal—that would render these provisions of the ACA a nullity. States that submit blueprints that do not list all of the necessary appropriated sources of funding should be summarily denied. Finally, if a state submits a blueprint indicating that it intends to establish an exchange, but has not yet en-
acted the appropriate legislation, it would be inappropriate to
dem that state to have established an exchange. An inchoate
pledge to build an exchange—especially when not based on
concrete legislation and authority—is not an establishment.
Simply stated, HHS should not rubberstamp blueprints from
states based on dubious legal authority, with an insufficient
appropriation of funds, that is to be completed on an entirely
unrealistic schedule.

C. “Supported State-Based Exchange” For States That Perform
Plan Management

For the fourteen states that perform plan management
functions, HHS may allow them to be certified as a “Supported
State-Based Exchange.” As implemented in Oregon, Nevada,
and New Mexico, these states operate certain exchange func-
tions, using the federal IT platform of HealthCare.gov. The
National Academy for State Health Policy suggests that this
model “is a flexible model that may be attractive to states that
have the capacity to perform some functions of an SBE but
where the cost and time associated with IT development is
the most significant barrier to establishing a SBE.” As it stands
now, however, the states would have to perform far more func-
tions than merely plan management. Nothing prevents the
Secretary from modifying these regulations at her discretion,
and decreasing the number of responsibilities a state must per-
form. However, the states will still have to perform sufficient
responsibilities for it to be an actual state exchange, rather than
a state shell with a federal core.

Conclusion

If the Supreme Court invalidates the IRS Rule in King
v. Burwell, all levels of the federal and state governments will
be faced with difficult decisions. However, all changes must be
made in accordance with the law, and the rule of law. HHS can-
not adopt an “administrative fix” to deem states that declined to
establish an exchange as having established exchanges. Similarly,
the Secretary does not have the authority to accept petitions
to establish exchanges unless the state takes specific actions in
pursuance of that objective. HHS cannot wave its wand and
determine that any state performing minimal functionalities
had established an exchange. This legendarum would violate
the letter, and spirit of the law. Any effort by the federal gov-
ernment to disregard the text and history of the ACA—which
deliberately sought to put the states in control of whether to
establish an exchange—will be met with future litigation.

If the ACA is to succeed, it will be based on a partner-
ship between the states and federal governments, complying
with the law Congress drafted. Executive action to bypass the
separation of powers will negate the reasoned decisions of the
states, and distort political accountability in violation of the
principles of federalism.
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